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Harold S. Geneen Charitable Trust Awards Program  

for Coronary Heart Disease Research  

2017 Grant Cycle 

 

Application Submission Instructions and Terms for Invited Institutions 

 

DEADLINE: Monday, July 31, 2017 at 1:00 P.M., Eastern Daylight Time 

 

FUNDING START/END DATE: December 1, 2017 – November 30, 2019 

 

AWARD: $280,000 distributed over two years (inclusive of 10% indirect costs)  

Year 1: $140,000 Year 2: $140,000 

 

Program Focus and Overview 

The Harold S. Geneen Charitable Trust Awards Program for Coronary Heart Disease Research 

supports research in the area of the prevention of coronary heart disease or circulatory failure, 

and improving care for patients with these medical conditions. The Program focuses on basic 

and translational scientific research.  Clinical studies are currently ineligible. 

 

In accordance with Mr. Geneen’s directives the Program seeks to establish “…a more direct and 

personalized relationship with grant recipients than is normally possible in dealing with the 

diffuse and bureaucratic administrations through which large organizations are managed,…and 

to support smaller institutions rather than major universities or medical complexes which have 

a demonstrated capacity to raise funds from the public generally.” Thus, eligible institutions 

represent mid-size institutions conducting relevant and innovative cardiovascular research. 

 

Each invited institution may only submit one application to the Program which meets the 

eligibility requirements for the 2017 Grant Cycle. Applicants must be full-time faculty at an 

invited nonprofit academic, medical, or research institution. United States citizenship is not 

required. Junior faculty are encouraged to apply.  

 

As Co-Trustee, U.S. Trust has retained The Medical Foundation at Health Resources in Action 

(HRiA) to manage the administrative aspects of the Harold S. Geneen Charitable Trust Awards 

Program for Coronary Heart Disease Research. The Medical Foundation, at Health Resources 

in Action (HRiA) is a Boston-based nonprofit organization that advances public health and 

medical research. Established in 1957 as a not-for-profit organization to support medical 

research, The Medical Foundation creates and administers high quality grant programs for 

private individuals, trusts and foundations.  In 2016, these programs awarded 20 million dollars 

to support scientists throughout the United States and internationally. 
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Invited Institutions 2017 Grant Cycle 

The following medical schools are invited to submit one candidate to the Program: 

Brown University Warren Alpert Medical 

School 

RI 

Dartmouth College Geisel School of Medicine NH 

Mayo Medical School MN 

University of Arizona College of Medicine AZ 

University of California - Davis CA 

University of California - Irvine CA 

University of Chicago - Prizker IL 

University of Connecticut School of Medicine CT 

University of New Mexico School of Medicine NM 

University of Kentucky College of Medicine KY 

University of Rochester School of Medicine and 

Dentistry 

NY 

University of Utah School of Medicine UT 

University of Vermont College of Medicine VT 

Wake Forest University School of Medicine NC 

 

Eligibility 

Each invited institution may submit a single application from a full-time faculty member. 

United States citizenship is not required.  

 

To encourage the support of junior faculty, applicants are ineligible if at the time of application 

they have combined federal and non-federal funding totaling $500,000 or more in direct costs 

during the first year of the Geneen Award. This figure refers to external funding only and not 

an Applicant’s start-up package, other intramural support, or the Geneen Award itself.  

Applicants may hold a K Award or be in the R00 phase of a K99/R00 as long as those Award 

amounts, combined with other funding, do not exceed these specified limits. 

 

Pending Federal and Non-Federal Support 

Applicants who have pending R01s or other large applications to the NIH and other agencies 

are encouraged to submit proposals to the Geneen Trust. Notification of funding after the 

application date will not impact eligibility for a Geneen Award. However, it is the responsibility 

of applicants to contact Jbrown@hria.org as soon as they are notified of any new funding. 

  

mailto:Jbrown@hria.org
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Terms of the Award           

The Award will be in the amount of up to $280,000 over two years.  The Award funding start date 

of December 1, 2017 may be postponed by the Award Recipient for up to three months Award 

Recipients may postpone the start date for up to three months without an approval but the revised 

date must be noted either on the Award Agreement signature page or by an email notification to 

the Program Officer. Longer delays must be approved by The Medical Foundation, at Health 

Resources in Action (Boston, MA), administrator of the Harold S. Geneen Charitable Trust 

Awards Program for Coronary Heart Disease Research. 

 

The Award is made to a nonprofit academic, medical or research institutions on behalf of the 

Award Recipient. The Award Recipient Institution is responsible for the administrative and 

financial management of the project, including any subcontracts, and maintaining adequate 

supporting records and receipts of expenditures.  

 

Institutional Assurances: The Award Recipient must adhere to all federal, state and local 

regulations regarding the use of animals, radioactive or hazardous materials, and recombinant 

DNA in their research projects. If applicable, the Recipient is expected to adhere to all federal, 

state and local regulations regarding human studies, including informed consent. The appropriate 

federal, state, and local guidelines with regard to scientific misconduct must also be in place 

and enforced at the Award Recipient’s institution.  

 

It is the responsibility of the Award Recipient Institution to make sure that all approvals 

regarding use of animals or human subjects are in place prior to releasing any Award funds. 

The signature of the Authorized Institutional Representative on the Application Face Sheet 

confirms this oversight. 

 

Financial Responsibilities of Award Recipient Institution: The Award Recipient Institution will keep 

systematic records of all expenditures relating to this Award. Vouchers consisting of bills, invoices, 

cancelled checks, receipts, etc. will be retained by the Institution for three (3) years after the close of the 

Award period and will be available for inspection by representatives of The Medical Foundation, 

during normal business hours and upon reasonable notice throughout this period. The Trustees, may 

at their expense, examine, audit, or have audited the records of the Institution insofar as they relate to 

activities supported by this Award. 

 

Use of the Award Funds and Payment Schedule: The laws of the United States place certain 

restrictions on the manner in which funds awarded to organizations by charitable trusts and 

foundations may be expended. The Award may be used to support salaries and fringe benefits; 

laboratory and data processing supplies; other direct expenses including equipment essential to 

the project; travel to scientific meetings; and publication of scientific data.  

Salaries must be in proportion to the percent effort on the research project. However, percent effort 

may exceed the percent of total compensation requested. Funds may not be used for new 

construction, the renovation of existing facilities, general operating costs or fundraising, 

accumulated deficits or endowments. The grant monies which have been awarded, including any 

interest earned thereon, may only be used for the purposes stated in this document. 
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Indirect costs (institutional overhead) may not exceed 10% of direct costs of the $280,000 ($140,000 

per year) Two-Year Award. 

 

Reporting Requirements: Acceptance of an Award from the Geneen Charitable Trust includes a 

commitment to provide both Year 1 and Final Research Reports. The Progress Report is due two 

months prior to the end of the award year. Second year funding is contingent upon a satisfactory 

assessment of the Award Recipient’s progress. Final Reports are due 60 days after the end of the 

award period.  

 

The Award Recipient will receive an email reminder, including the forms and format for these 

reports, approximately three weeks prior to their due dates. It is the responsibility of the Award 

Recipient to insure completion of the Expense Report Form by the Fiscal Officer and submit both 

Reports as requested. 

 

Re-Budgeting: Expenditures are expected to be within reasonable range of the Budget that was 

submitted with the application. Requests for re-budgeting or reallocation of grant funds over 

$20,000 must be conveyed by email to the Program Officer and include the current and revised 

allocation of funds along with specific detail and justification for the reallocation. 

 

Carryover of Funds and No-Cost Extension: Any funds remaining at the end of Year 1 of the 

Award period may be carried over to Year 2. A no-cost extension for up to nine months may be 

granted upon email notification to the Program Officer at least thirty days prior to the project end 

date. This communication must include an explanation for the extension, the unexpended balance, 

and a timeline for expenditure of the remaining funds. Final Scientific and Financial Reports will 

be due at the completion of the extension period. Any funds remaining at the completion of the 

extended project period must be returned to The Medical Foundation within sixty (60) days. 

 

Transfer or Termination of Award: Awards are made to the Institution on behalf of the grant’s 

designated Award Recipient. If the Award Recipient moves to another nonprofit research 

institution during the Award period, the funds may be transferable to the Award Recipient’s new 

institution at the discretion of The Medical Foundation, administrator of the Award Program. If the 

Award Recipient is not continuing his/her research in another nonprofit research setting, the 

Award will be cancelled and unused funds must be returned within sixty (60) days. Disposition of 

any equipment purchased by the Award Recipient with Award funds will be evaluated on a case 

by case basis. 

 

Unused Funds and Reversion: Should any of the following events occur, The Medical Foundation, 

on behalf of the Trustees, may demand repayment of all unexpended portions of the Award; 

moreover, all unpaid installments may be cancelled.  

 The Award Recipient Institution fails to perform any of its duties, in the judgment 

of The Medical Foundation or its Scientific Review Committee, required by the 

Terms of the Award. In such cases, The Medical Foundation shall provide no less 

than thirty (30) days termination notice in writing to the Institution, upon which the 

Institution shall have an additional thirty (30) days following receipt of such notice 

within which to cure any deemed failures. 
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 The Award Recipient Institution ceases to be exempt from income taxes under the 

United States Internal Revenue Service Code.  

 There is a material change in the purpose, character, or method of operation of the 

Award Recipient Institution such as to jeopardize its tax status. 

 

Patents, Copyright and Intellectual Property: Award Recipients should follow their 

Institutions’ patent, copyright, and intellectual property policies regarding discoveries that 

result from research conducted under this Award. The Geneen Charitable Trust and The 

Medical Foundation will not retain any rights to any intellectual property including patents, 

copyrights, trademarks, or other proprietary rights that result from the research. 

 

Confidentiality and Third Party Release: Application materials, Scientific Progress Report and 

Final Reports are considered confidential. The Medical Foundation engages third parties who have 

the necessary expertise to review the submitted materials and evaluate the Progress and Final 

Research Reports. Although The Medical Foundation endeavors to protect the confidentiality of 

the reports by requiring reviewers to sign confidentiality agreements, confidentiality cannot be 

guaranteed. The division is not responsible for any consequences resulting from the disclosure of 

the content of these materials to such third parties. 

 

The Medical Foundation reserves the right to public acknowledgement of Award information.  

This information includes the recipient name, institution, project title, Award amount and research 

project summary. Award information may be made available at https://hria.org/tmf/Geneen and 

other affiliated organization websites, printed publications and other media.  

 

Additional Information: Trustees of the Harold S. Geneen Charitable Trust may wish to meet 

with the Award Recipient at the Award Recipient place of employment.  During this meeting, the 

Award Recipient will be asked to present their research project to the trustees in non-technical 

language.  

 

Acknowledgements:  The Award Recipient is expected to share research findings in a timely 

manner through professional meetings and/or publications.  Publications or presentations resulting 

from research work supported by the Award must acknowledge support from the Harold S. 

Geneen Charitable Trust Awards Program. 

 

(Revised 05.11.2017) 

  

https://hria.org/
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Application Instructions 

 
Deadlines:  

Monday, July 31, 2017 (by 1:00 P.M., EDT)  Online Submission Completed 

Friday, August 4, 2017 (by 5:00 P.M., EDT)   Mailed Materials Received 

  

You must have an account to submit an application online. Please use a reliable email address and 

choose a password. You will be able to save your work and complete it over multiple sessions. 

 

Use the following links to begin or continue the application process: 

Begin a NEW application: 

https://www.GrantRequest.com/SID_738?SA=SNA&FID=35080 

 

Go to your account page to return to a SAVED application:  

https://www.GrantRequest.com/SID_738?SA=AM 

 

 

I.  Online Submission 

The following sections must be completed for the online submission: 

 

1. Enter Tax Identification Number:  Applicants must enter the tax identification number of the 

nonprofit Institution or Organization overseeing the project.  

 

2. Eligibility Quiz: Applicants must confirm that they meet the eligibility requirements as stated 

in the Guidelines. 

 

3. Applicant Data and Research Proposal Information: This includes Applicant Contact 

Information and Educational Background, Project Title, Key Words, Primary Institution for 

Conduct of Proposed Research, and Project Abstract.  

 

4. Attachment (Document Upload): The documents and forms listed below must be combined 

and converted into ONE PDF file for upload. This document must be named LastName, 

FirstName.pdf (for example: Smith, Jane.pdf).  The required Application Forms can be found 

in a separate MS Word document located at https://hria.org/tmf/Geneen. Include all items in 

the following order: 

 

APPLICATION SECTIONS 

A. Application Face Sheet: The Face Sheet is the first page of the application.  The Face 

Sheet must be completed and signed by the Applicant as well as signed by the 

Institutional Officer administratively responsible for the conduct of the project prior to 

the upload.  The signature of the Institutional or Executive Officer on the Face Sheet will 

indicate that the proposal has been reviewed and has been approved for submission to the 

Geneen Charitable Trust Awards Program. 

 

https://www.grantrequest.com/SID_738?SA=SNA&FID=35080
https://www.grantrequest.com/SID_738?SA=AM
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B. Table of Contents: Follow the Table of Contents and number pages sequentially 

beginning with the Application Face Sheet as page number one.  Note that the name of the 

Principal Investigator should appear at the top right-hand corner of each page. 

 

C. Research Project Summary (maximum of 500 words): The Research Project Summary is 

a scientific abstract stating the project’s objectives and specific aims. Be sure to address 

the project’s innovation and potential impact.  

 

D. Non-Technical/Lay Project Summary (maximum of 500 words): Describe your project 

in non-technical language that defines terminology so that it can be easily understood by 

the general public. The summary should detail your project’s potential to address either 

the prevention of coronary artery disease (CAD) or heart failure, or the improvement of 

patient treatment. The innovation and potential therapeutic impact of the proposal 

should be easily understood as this summary will be presented to the Program’s 

Trustees as a part of the selection process.  

 

E. Biosketch (maximum of 5 pages each): Submit the biosketch of the Applicant. Up to 

two biosketches of Co-Investigators and/or Mentors may also be included.  Use the latest 

NIH Biographical Sketch form (http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/424/SF424R-

R_biosketchsample_VerC.docx). Make sure that all active and pending support matches 

the support listed on the “Current and Pending Support” Form included with the 

Application Guidelines. 

 

F. Research Proposal (maximum of 6 pages, not including references cited): The six pages 

must include an Introduction, Background, Specific Aims, Preliminary Data (if available), 

Research Project Methods and Analysis, and Impact. The Impact section should address 

how funding from this Award will contribute to preventing coronary heart disease or 

circulatory failure, or improving care for patients with these medical conditions. For any 

projects involving collaboration, please include a brief description of these efforts within the 

6 pages.  

 

a. Format this section with Arial 11 as the font and size. Use single line spacing 

within paragraphs, double line spacing between paragraphs, and one inch or 

larger margins on all four sides. Bibliography, figures, legends and tables may 

use a smaller font size. The Applicant’s full name should appear at the top of 

each page. 

 

G. Budget Forms and Budget Justification: Complete the budget forms and budget 

justification. Indirect costs (institutional overhead) may not exceed 10% of direct costs. 

Total support for this two-year Award, including indirect costs, is up to $250,000. 

 

H. Current and Pending Support Form: Complete this form and list all current (active) or 

pending (not yet activated) support available to the Applicant for projects related or 

unrelated to the Geneen Charitable Trust proposal. Clearly describe any scientific or 

budgetary overlap with the proposed Geneen project. 
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I. Department Chair Letter of Recommendation: This letter must address the applicant’s 

qualifications to conduct the proposed research as well as note the space and equipment 

available for the completion of the project.  The letter should also speak to the Chair’s 

assessment of the candidate’s prior research accomplishments as well as his/her 

contributions to the Department’s scientific and training activities. Recognizing that 

position titles vary among institutions, the level of experience and independence of the 

applicant, as detailed in the Department or Division Chair’s Letter will be given serious 

consideration. If the candidate is a junior faculty member, then the Chair should describe 

the candidate’s potential for a productive research career.  If the applicant is Chair of 

his/her department, a letter of recommendation from the Dean should be submitted.  

 

II. Mailed Materials Due on Friday, August 4, 2017 (by 5:00 p.m.) at address below. 

(Do not include a cover letter with your application, it will be discarded.) 

 

After the submission of the online portion of your application, please mail or deliver one collated 

and stapled copy of the signed Face Sheet and the Uploaded PDF Document: 

 

1. Completed Face Sheet with signatures: The Face Sheet must be completed by the applicant 

and signed by the Applicant, the Office of Sponsored Programs or the institutional 

representative responsible for research oversight.  

 

2. PDF Document uploaded as part of your online submission: The uploaded and printed 

versions must be identical. Changes and alterations are not permitted. 

 

Notification to Applicants 

The online application system will notify applicants once the upload is received. Final notification of 

application status will occur by mid-November, 2017. Critiques of the grants are not provided to 

successful or unsuccessful applicants. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: If the Applicant is unable to accept the Award, the Award will not be transferred 

to another investigator involved in the research project.  

 

Direct any questions and submit application to: 

Jeanne Brown, Program Officer 

Geneen Charitable Trust Awards Program 

The Medical Foundation, at HRiA 

95 Berkeley Street, 2nd Floor 

Boston, Massachusetts 02116 

Telephone: (617) 279-2240, x709 

Email: jbrown@hria.org 

mailto:jbrown@hria.org

